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sPHENIX MAPS Tracker

~$5M LRDR (LANL) + ~$5M DOE = ~$12M FY24 2

Image: LBNL/BNL
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The CLAS12 Central Vertex Tracker (CVT)

Space within SVT 
used by scattering 
chamber with 
liquid-deuterium cell
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sPHENIX MVTX fits within CVT if vacuum chamber is removed
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Space of 
scattering 
chamber could 
be used by 
MVTX instead
(with smaller, 
solid target)
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Would it work?

- Radiation damage: 
Tested up to 2 Mrad. Will survive sPHENIX basically unscathed 

- Trigger rate: 
Design to runs at 15 kHz max rate of sPHENIX, should be able to take 
CLAS12 DAQ rate, even in high-lumi scenario.

- Occupancy:
Much higher in AA collisions than in fixed target experiment
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Motivation for a pixel tracker: charm
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Motivation for a pixel tracker: charm
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Cross-section for open charm is much larger than for J/psi

https://inspirehep.net/literature/553290
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Vox Populi
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Motivations, for Open-Charm in heavy nuclei 
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- What are the differences in hadronization of quarks versus gluons and of 
light quarks versus heavy quarks?

- How does hadronization change in a dense partonic environment?'
                                                                                               2023 LRP

Moreover, D+/D- pairs subthreshold should be possible for nuclei, probing gluon SRC
In analogy to https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.11706 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.11706


HERMES studies 
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DESY-THESIS-2001-002   (UNPUBLISHED)
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Studies with CLAS12
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Kinematics of 
D→Kπ
Estimated from 
phasespace generator
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A peek at RGA data with FT

From Κ*0 pdg:

● M=895.81±0.19 MeV
● width=47.4 ±0.6 MeV
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Adding missing mass selection
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Seach for Lambda_c -> Kppi
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Thoughts after initial peek at CLAS12 data
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No visible peak using PID only, so far. 

Perhaps signal is overwhelmed by background

Perhaps displaced vertex analysis with
MVTX could help
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Summary: 

Proposal: Reuse PHENIX MAPS tracker to open new “open-charm” program at CLAS12.
- Science case is compelling and timely for multiple reasons
- No technical showstopper identified so far.
- Key stakeholders are onboard and interested, including PI M. Liu (LANL)
- Some work would be needed to adapt services, integrate readout.
Plan: This year we will submit a LOI.  
          Next year will include GEMC simulations and refined projections. 



Backup
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Brodsky
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